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Toxic work environments

Case Study and Exercise

Compassion Fatigue

Three Emotional Circles

 Meditation

 Coping Tools

 Compassionate Self-Care

 Discussion / Questions 





“What is the biggest thing that troubles you about 
working in your organization?” (1)

1. Change Control over change 
Impact of change
Amount of changeAmount of change

2. Overload and resources Physical, financial and staff resources
Time devoted to tech, admin and paperwork
Target-driven culture
Work-life balance
Nature of the work

“What is the biggest thing that troubles you about 
working in your organization?” (1)

Control over change 
Impact of change
Amount of changeAmount of change

Physical, financial and staff resources
Time devoted to tech, admin and paperwork

driven culture
life balance

Nature of the work



“What is the biggest thing that troubles you about 
working in your organization?” (2)

3. Work relationships Lack of support, humility and compassion

Bullying and punishmentBullying and punishment

Trust and monitoring

Isolation

Not feeling valued

Inequality  

“What is the biggest thing that troubles you about 
working in your organization?” (2)

Lack of support, humility and compassion

Bullying and punishmentBullying and punishment

Trust and monitoring

Isolation

Not feeling valued

Inequality  



“What is the biggest thing that troubles you about 
working in your organization?” (3)

4. Communication, leadership and direction

4. Personal factors

“What is the biggest thing that troubles you about 
working in your organization?” (3)

Communication, leadership and direction



WHY? OH WHY?





Top predictors of attrition during the 
Great Resignation (

Toxic Corporate Culture (including organizational and human costs)

Job insecurity and ReorganizationJob insecurity and Reorganization

High levels of innovation

Failure to recognize employee performance

Poor response to Covid-19

Top predictors of attrition during the 
Great Resignation (Sull et al, 2022)

(including organizational and human costs)

Failure to recognize employee performance



Toxic Corporate Culture

1. Failure to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion

2. Workers feeling disrespected2. Workers feeling disrespected

3. Unethical behaviour

4. Cutthroat

5. Abusive

Toxic Corporate Culture

Failure to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion





Organizational costs

 Employee attrition is higher

 A poor employer brand makes it harder to attract 

Employees are disengaged and less  Employees are disengaged and less 

 Higher health care costs when toxic culture makes workers sick

 Cost of replacing an employee is massive

 Legal and time costs

Crucially what about the cost to the THERAPIST / CAREGIVER and 
the cost to the PATIENT / CLIENT?!

A poor employer brand makes it harder to attract talent

Employees are disengaged and less productiveEmployees are disengaged and less productive

when toxic culture makes workers sick

Cost of replacing an employee is massive

Crucially what about the cost to the THERAPIST / CAREGIVER and 
the cost to the PATIENT / CLIENT?!



The HUMAN cost…











What was the ‘Meaning’ of it?

 Loneliness / Shame / Stigma
‘No smoke without fire’

No one wants to talk about it or you are 
told to keep quiet

 Attack on self-worth / professional 
self / livelihood / family

 Inner critic comes out to play!

What was the ‘Meaning’ of it?

 Blame culture / weaponised HR tools

 Harder for us with ‘open hearts’ / 

We are ill prepared for bullies

 Triggers your vulnerabilities 
(e.g. lack of belonging, feeling unsafe)

 Incredible common humanity shown...





* VIDEO: Unsafe and unsupported (10 

 Permission granted by M for this video to be shown to raise awareness 
of issues and to help others feel less alone

 No mention of the organization in question. 

 I’m not at liberty to share my story yet so I am really grateful for 
openness and sharing of her own situation. It helped me 

 It’s time to break the stigma on this and TALK ABOUT IT!

* VIDEO: Unsafe and unsupported (10 mins)

this video to be shown to raise awareness 
of issues and to help others feel less alone

No mention of the organization in question. This was her experience

I’m not at liberty to share my story yet so I am really grateful for M’s 
openness and sharing of her own situation. It helped me too...

It’s time to break the stigma on this and TALK ABOUT IT!



* BREAK-OUT EXERCISE / DISCUSSION (10 

What is your initial reaction to this video? How was M
of Power-Threat Meaning Framework optional)

How can feeling unsafe and unsupported impact on therapists generally (i.e. 
on their personal selves and how they care for clients?

What can organisations do to embed a compassionate trauma
culture to support therapists in helping clients?

OUT EXERCISE / DISCUSSION (10 mins)

to this video? How was M affected and why? (use 
Threat Meaning Framework optional)

How can feeling unsafe and unsupported impact on therapists generally (i.e. 
how they care for clients?)

embed a compassionate trauma-informed 
to support therapists in helping clients?









Our biological selves

Our minds, brains and bodies have evolved over millions of years

Much of goes on in our mind is not ‘of our design’ and not our choosing

Painful emotions and negative self-talk have evolved to protect us, but 
they are difficult to manage

We are designed for survival, not happiness

Our minds, brains and bodies have evolved over millions of years

Much of goes on in our mind is not ‘of our design’ and not our choosing

talk have evolved to protect us, but 

We are designed for survival, not happiness





Modern Life 
meets ‘Tricky 
Brain’ 

Negativity Bias 
& Social 
Comparison 
Theory





Stress gives us access to our hearts

In times of stress, we release oxytocin
connectionconnection

How we respond to stressors has a significant impact on how we cope, and 
the impact it will bear on us mentally and physically

When we view our stress response as being helpful or as an opportunity, our 
physical response changes and we build greater resilience

Stress gives us access to our hearts

oxytocin which drives us to seek support and 

How we respond to stressors has a significant impact on how we cope, and 
the impact it will bear on us mentally and physically

When we view our stress response as being helpful or as an opportunity, our 
physical response changes and we build greater resilience





So what can WE do to feel 

When our Threat, Drive and Soothing systems work well together, we feel 
centered. We can develop the skills to turn Threat off and Soothing on!centered. We can develop the skills to turn Threat off and Soothing on!

Self-compassion triggers activity in our ‘Soothing brain’ which soothes our 
Threat response, reduces anxiety, and restores emotional balance

By cultivating our Soothing brain we increase our resilience and the potential 
to thrive and succeed

So what can WE do to feel centred?

When our Threat, Drive and Soothing systems work well together, we feel 
centered. We can develop the skills to turn Threat off and Soothing on!centered. We can develop the skills to turn Threat off and Soothing on!

compassion triggers activity in our ‘Soothing brain’ which soothes our 
Threat response, reduces anxiety, and restores emotional balance

By cultivating our Soothing brain we increase our resilience and the potential 



“No wonder…”



VUCA article

When in THREAT, we can’t think or act straight!

We have a tendency to ruminate about danger even when it has passed or 
doesn't exist

DRIVE is a great asset, but can be over-stimulated as we live in a society that 
encourages us to want more, have more and be more

We push ourselves to achieve but we never quite feel like we measure up

, we can’t think or act straight!

We have a tendency to ruminate about danger even when it has passed or 

stimulated as we live in a society that 
encourages us to want more, have more and be more

We push ourselves to achieve but we never quite feel like we measure up



VUCA article

VUCA conditions can trigger out THREAT 

We manage THREAT by doing, achieving and accumulating more, which 
creates THREAT - toxic DRIVE loop

Feeding our SOOTHING circle enhances healthy 

We can cultivate SOOTHING self-compassion using 3 simple practices

THREAT and produce toxic DRIVE

by doing, achieving and accumulating more, which 

circle enhances healthy DRIVE behaviours

compassion using 3 simple practices



The role of self-compassion in a VUCA worldcompassion in a VUCA world







Mindfulness vs. Over-identificationidentification



Common Humanity vs. IsolationCommon Humanity vs. Isolation



Self-kindness vs. Self-judgementjudgement



Meditation









Compassionate Leadership

Staff Engagement

Workload to Resource Alignment
Express awareness of challenges

Express confidence in employee abilities

Set clear expectations & provide resources

Offer decision-making opportunities

Remove constraints that stifle autonomy

Set inspirational goals

Compassionate Leadership

 Vision and Values
AwarenessAwareness

Courage

Confidence

Joy

Compassion

 Modelling











Q on ‘COPING STRATEGIES’

 Either using your phone or opening up a new page on your browser, 
log onto www.Menti.com

 Enter this code to vote on my question: 

 Question: Based on your experience, what coping strategies are 
most helpful?

Q on ‘COPING STRATEGIES’

Either using your phone or opening up a new page on your browser, 

Enter this code to vote on my question: 4968  4728

Question: Based on your experience, what coping strategies are 





Your daily wellbeing…Your daily wellbeing…







Be aware of their rabbit holes…rabbit holes…









FIND YOUR POWER!FIND YOUR POWER!





Know your Values!



Why are Values important?

 Healthy ‘Drive’ promotes achievement in line with your values

Your values tell the story of who YOU are, what really matters to  Your values tell the story of who YOU are, what really matters to 
you and where you want to go

 Values give life meaning and purpose. They are the ideas and 
beliefs we hold as sacred

 It can be difficult to know what your values are, but easier to 
know what they are not!

important?

Healthy ‘Drive’ promotes achievement in line with your values

values tell the story of who YOU are, what really matters to values tell the story of who YOU are, what really matters to 

Values give life meaning and purpose. They are the ideas and 

It can be difficult to know what your values are, but easier to 





In moments of choice, ask yourself:In moments of choice, ask yourself:

“What will help in the service of my values?”, 

or...

, ask yourself:, ask yourself:

“What will help in the service of my values?”, 

or...





Honouring your Core Values

 Knowing your values helps you make
live your life and helps you choose goals

 Because values can change, keeping in touch with them is a lifelong 
exercise to be revisited especially when feeling unbalanced

 In the video, the organisation’s expression of values contradicted the 
therapist’s values of safe working with children with complex trauma

Honouring your Core Values

better decisions about how you 
live your life and helps you choose goals

Because values can change, keeping in touch with them is a lifelong 
exercise to be revisited especially when feeling unbalanced

In the video, the organisation’s expression of values contradicted the 
therapist’s values of safe working with children with complex trauma



If we closely align our activities and goals with the things we most 
value, we find balance

BEHAVIOUR CORE VALUES ~ Feel wrong, unbalanced and unhappy

BEHAVIOUR  CORE VALUES ~ Feel satisfied, content and healthier

If we closely align our activities and goals with the things we most 

CORE VALUES ~ Feel wrong, unbalanced and unhappy

CORE VALUES ~ Feel satisfied, content and healthier





*Exercise: Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 1: Identify the times when you were 
(Find examples from your career and personal life to ensure balance)

What were you doing?

Were you with other people? Who?

What other factors contributed to your happiness?

*Exercise: Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 1: Identify the times when you were HAPPIEST:
(Find examples from your career and personal life to ensure balance)

Were you with other people? Who?

What other factors contributed to your happiness?



Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 2: Identify the times when you felt most 

• Why were you proud?• Why were you proud?

• Did other people share your pride? Who?

• What other factors contributed to your feeling of pride?

Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 2: Identify the times when you felt most PROUD:

Did other people share your pride? Who?

What other factors contributed to your feeling of pride?



Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 3: Identify the times when you were most 

• What need or desire was fulfilled?• What need or desire was fulfilled?

• How and why did the experience give your life meaning?

• What other factors contributed to your feelings of fulfillment?

Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 3: Identify the times when you were most FULFILLED:

What need or desire was fulfilled?What need or desire was fulfilled?

How and why did the experience give your life meaning?

What other factors contributed to your feelings of fulfillment?



Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 4: Determine your top 10 values, based on your experiences of:

HAPPINESS
PRIDEPRIDE
FULFILMENT

• Why is each experience truly important and memorable to you?

• Use the following list of personal values. Tick 

Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 4: Determine your top 10 values, based on your experiences of:

Why is each experience truly important and memorable to you?

Use the following list of personal values. Tick 10 Top Values



Authenticity Achievement

Authority Autonomy

Beauty Boldness

Challenge Citizenship

Competency Contribution

Curiosity Determination

Faith Family

Fun Growth

Honesty Humour

Inner Harmony JusticeInner Harmony Justice

Knowledge Leadership

Love Loyalty

Openness Optimism

Pleasure Poise

Recognition Religion

Respect Responsibility

Self-Respect Service

Stability Success

Trustworthiness Wealth

Adventure

Balance

Compassion

Community

Creativity

Fairness

Friendships

Happiness

Influence

KindnessKindness

Learning

Meaningful Work

Peace

Popularity

Reputation

Security

Spirituality

Status

Wisdom



Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 5: Prioritize your TOP 3 VALUES

• In the left column, write down your top 10 values, not in any order

• Look at the first two values and ask yourself:
“If I could satisfy only one of these, which would I choose”?   (circle 1)

• Keep working through the list, by comparing each value with each 
other value, until your list is in the correct order

• Write your TOP 3 VALUES in the right column

Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 5: Prioritize your TOP 3 VALUES

In the left column, write down your top 10 values, not in any order

Look at the first two values and ask yourself:
“If I could satisfy only one of these, which would I choose”?   (circle 1)

Keep working through the list, by comparing each value with each 
other value, until your list is in the correct order

in the right column



Determining your Top 3 Core Values

Step 5: Reaffirm your TOP 3 VALUES

• Check your top 3 priority values making sure they fit with your 
life and your vision for yourself

• Do these values make you feel good about yourself?

• Are you proud of your top 3 values?

• In what ways could you align your goals and daily activities
your top 3 values?

Determining your Top 3 Core Values

TOP 3 VALUES

Check your top 3 priority values making sure they fit with your 

Do these values make you feel good about yourself?

Are you proud of your top 3 values?

align your goals and daily activities with 



Compassionate self-carecare



Why is self-care so important?

 Caring for others takes up a LOT of energy and a LOT of patience

 Neglect of self-care leads to:

Feeling irritable, overwhelmed, sad, anxious, stressed

Weaker immune system and high blood pressure

A louder critical inner voice

 YOU are your best resource!

care so important?

Caring for others takes up a LOT of energy and a LOT of patience

Feeling irritable, overwhelmed, sad, anxious, stressed

Weaker immune system and high blood pressure



Benefits of self-care 

 Improves physical health

 Improves mental health

 Increases self-worth

 Inspires contentment

 Helps us to treat others with care

80

 Helps to repair past traumas

 Increases our productivity 

 Promotes work-life balance



What does Self-Care look like?

 Achieving balance and filling your cup to nurture ALL your roles

 Soothing ourselves counter-balances our Threat response

 Restoring physical, mental, emotional, spiritual and social balance

 Mindfulness; Common Humanity; and Self

Care look like?

Achieving balance and filling your cup to nurture ALL your roles

balances our Threat response

Restoring physical, mental, emotional, spiritual and social balance

and Self-Kindness



Not just another chore!



We are some of everything we have livedWe are some of everything we have lived



Common Barriers to Self

Barrier: I’m not sure if I can trust myself in a world full of advice

Antidote: Learning to trust your gut instinct

"What would I say to a good friend in this situation?"

Common Barriers to Self-Care

I’m not sure if I can trust myself in a world full of advice

Learning to trust your gut instinct

"What would I say to a good friend in this situation?"



Common Barriers to Self

Barrier: I want to be a perfect carer / I want to right a wrong

Antidote: Striving for ‘good enough’ caring & self

TUNING IN - RUPTURE – REPAIR – REPEAT!

Common Barriers to Self-Care

I want to be a perfect carer / I want to right a wrong

Striving for ‘good enough’ caring & self-acceptance

REPEAT!



Common Barriers to Self

Barrier: I’m not worthy enough to soothe myself

Antidote: Self-reflection and the value of working on yourself

"Each of us is a beautiful mess. We can pretend to be perfect alone 
or admit that we're messy together. Messy together is better"

Common Barriers to Self-Care

I’m not worthy enough to soothe myself

reflection and the value of working on yourself

"Each of us is a beautiful mess. We can pretend to be perfect alone 
or admit that we're messy together. Messy together is better"





Recognising when we need 

PHYSICAL signs - tension headaches,
low immune, illness

MENTAL signs - poor concentration,
anxiety, substance misuse

EMOTIONAL signs - excessive crying,

SOCIAL signs - excessive isolation, getting

Recognising when we need self-care

headaches, disturbed sleep, fatigue, run down,

concentration, forgetfulness, tension, depression,

crying, angry outbursts

getting triggered easily





Cultivating safety to mirror calm

What is happening inside my nervous system? 

What tone of voice am I using? What tone of voice am I using? 

What is my body language communicating? 

Do I feel safe right now?

What do I need right now to feel safe? 

Take a deep breath, take five, or call someone to help me? 

Cultivating safety to mirror calm

What is happening inside my nervous system? 

What is my body language communicating? 

What do I need right now to feel safe? 

Take a deep breath, take five, or call someone to help me? 





** Lotus of Self-Care INDIVIDUAL ExerciseCare INDIVIDUAL Exercise



On the road to Compassionate Self

1. How do you nourish your body, heart
regular basis? 

2. What realistic intention can you set to nurture each of your self

3. Once you can identify at least one self
what do you need to make this happen? 

On the road to Compassionate Self-Care…

heart, mind, spirit and social selves on a 

can you set to nurture each of your self-care areas? 

3. Once you can identify at least one self-care intention in each area,       
to make this happen? 



Physical: Refuel your body

 H.A.L.T: Hungry, Angry, Lonely 
or Tired

 Regular exercise 

 Eat healthy

 Good sleep

Physical: Refuel your body

 Spend time outdoors

 Screen-free time

 Have a good laugh 

 Try the Headspace App



Psychological: Positive mental health

What’s within your control?

Personal reflection

Pursue an interest

Try something new

Psychological: Positive mental health

 Notice negative thoughts & let go

 Step out of your comfort zone

 Separate work and family life

 Build up your confidence



Emotional: Recognise your feelings

Explore your triggers

Learn how to say NO

Aim for ‘good enough’

Choose who you spend time with

Emotional: Recognise your feelings

 Use encouraging self-talk

 Share your feelings

 Be kind and help others

 Seek emotional support



Spiritual: Connecting to your purpose

Determine your core values

Gratitude

Get time alone in nature

Seek out humour!

Spiritual: Connecting to your purpose

 Get creative

 Faith / Believing in a Higher Power

 Cultivate calmness

 Be in the present moment



Social: Connection with others

 Seek emotional support

 Accept practical support

 Surround yourself with radiators

 Balance advice with gut instinct

Social: Connection with others

 Nurture your relationships

 Share the load & ask for help

 Get involved in your community

 Be assertive & clear



Compassionate Self-Care Tips

 Balance enjoyment; 

achievement; and connectionachievement; and connection

 Make time for daily Self-Care

 Good sleep

 Work-life balance & boundaries

 Steward of your senses!

Care Tips

 Find ways to cope with Stress 

Focus on what you can control   Focus on what you can control  

 WHAT DO I NEED RIGHT NOW?

 Dedicate ME TIME. Commit to 

yourself and see it through.

 Support network



 Soothing rhythm breathing

 Creating a safe place

 Compassionate imagery

 The compassionate self

 Compassion  flowing in and out

 Compassionate letter writing

 Inner critic work

 Compassion formulation



How can you mind yourself today?How can you mind yourself today?



Your are a RAINBOW!
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